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MT and MWEs

Extracton of a specifc corpus for evaluatng MT of MWEs

MWEs are a challenge for MT :
Create a List of MWEs based on electronic
dictionaries available on the Net, Forums

• Example 1 : Idiom
Source EN

my job was a piece of cake

Google TR

mon travail était un morceau de gâteau

Using LIDILEM's tool - Lexico-gramme [O. Kraif
et S. Diwersy (2012)] . Europarl, News and Emolex
(litterary texts) corpora are indexed

• Example 2 : Phrasal verbs
Source EN

[…] turned the stereo on

Google-TR

[…] tourna la stéréo sur

Corpus specific extracted from Emolex “Phrasal
Verbs” with word from 0 à 5 .
Select sentences that pose problems to Google TR at
the MWE level
500 sentences pairs (Tst-MWE) :
→ 40 different phrasal verbs ( 366 sentences )
→ 74 different idioms ( 134 sentences)
Extract a control corpus of 500 random sentences
(Tst-Normal)

Word-for-word translation .

Pre-processing of PV for En-Fr SMT training

Results

Indentification of PVs of our test corpus using the parts of speech and some
dependencies provided by XIP [Aït-Mokhtar et al., 2002]
Gluing verb and prep for training and test (Tst-MWE)
Examples :

keep your voice down, Hermione begged him .
keep-down your voice, Hermione begged him .
He picked up a remote and turned the stereo on
He picked up a remote and turned-on the stereo
Problem : This pre-processing is not straightforward (need for MWE detection)

Corpus of 500 sent.
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PV
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Moses-LIG

24.87%

20.83% 22.72%

12.59%

29.33%

21.94%

15.21%

+pre-proc

23.81%

21.19% 23.18%

14.10%

29.38%

19.80%

14.79%

Google-TR

19,27%

19,81% 18.67%

10,9%

21,82%

12,00%

19.75%

BLEU scores (Moses-LIG vs Google)
Slight but not significant improvement
Need an evaluation metric that could “zoom” on MWEs

BLEU [Papineni and .al , 2002] is calculated on the whole
corpus → do not see the effect on smaller events

Processing of idioms
Using a pre-defined « dictionary » of idioms
Constrained SMT decoding [koehn,2014]
Example :

Conclusion
Corpora with bigger density of MWEs than in usual text
Need for an automatic metric that focuses on specific events such as MWEs
(otherwise we do not see much differences)
First propositions to handle MWE

And you thought my job was a piece of cake !
And you thought my job was a
<idiom translation="facile"> piece of cake</idiom> !
BLEU goes from 15.21 % to 30.71 % on the 134 sentences containing
idioms
We used a small pre-defined list of idioms that covered 100 % of our test
set → not very realistic
Idiom detection is not addressed here (pre-defined list)

Abstract
Multiword Expressions (MWE) are complex phenomena which represent a real
challenge for computational linguistics, and Statistical Machine Translation systems
(SMT) in particular. In this paper, we try to improve translation of Multiword
Expressions in SMT. Preliminary results, regarding the BLEU score, are
encouraging.

→ Pre-processing of PV for En-Fr SMT
→ Use constrained decoding for Idioms
Example :
Source
Reference
Hyp (baseline)
Hyp (+pre-proc)

surely they must call the operation off now ?
maintenant, ils doivent sûrement annuler l' opération .
ils doivent appeler l' opération maintenant ?
ils doivent annuler le fonctionnement maintenant ?
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